Ophidia
Porto Series

Usage
- Wall Only
- Wall and Floor
- Exterior

Finish
- Glossy

Specifications
Available Sizes:
5" fan (loose pieces)
Available Finishes:
glossy
Product Usage:
Ceramic - wall, commercial, residential
Porcelain - wall, low-traffic floor, commercial, residential
Availability:
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.

Color Palette
- Cotton Ceramic
- Cotton Porcelain
- Stone Ceramic
- Stone Porcelain
- Sky Ceramic
- Sky Porcelain
- Sea Ceramic
- Sea Porcelain
- Delta Ceramic
- Delta Porcelain
- Cloud Porcelain (not available on ceramic body)

Size and Trim
- 5" fan

Delta Brick
Maison Series

Specifications
Available Sizes:
2.5x9.5"
Available Finishes:
glossy
Usage
- Wall Only

Finish
- Glossy

Product Usage:
wall, residential, commercial
Reclaim
Begonia Series

Specifications
Available Sizes (nominal):
4x24"
Available Finishes:
matte
Product Usage:
floor, wall, commercial, residential
Availability:
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.

Usage
• Wall and Floor
Finish
• Matte

Color Palette
White Blend
Brown Blend
Blue Blend

Size and Trim

4x24

Decorative

Lead Time: Please Inquire
Begonia Series

Usage
- Wall and Floor

Finish
- Matte

Specifications
**Available Sizes (nominal):**
8x8"

**Available Finishes:**
matte

**Product Usage:**
commercial, residential, wall, floor

**Availability:**
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.

Color Palette
- White
- Grey
- Pink
- Salmon
- Taupe
- Blue
- Green

Size and Trim
- 8x8"

Decorative
**DESIGN & DIRECT SOURCE**

Lead Time: Please Inquire

Stage
Begonia Series

Specifications
**Available Sizes (nominal):**
Matte: 4x24", 12x24", 12x36", 18x18", 18x36", 24x24", 36x36", 2x2" mosaic, tumbled minibrick mosaic
Antislip: 12x24", 24x24", 36x36"
Antislip polished: 4x24", 12x24", 12x36", 18x36", 24x24", 36x36"

**Available Finishes:**
matte, antislip, antislip polished

**Available Trims:**
bullnose base: 3x18", 3x24", 3x36"

**Product Usage:**
floor, wall, commercial, residential
Semi Polished
● Textured/Anti-Slip

**Availability:**
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.

**Color Palette**
- Bone
- Silver
- Grey

**Size and Trim**
- 4x24"
- 12x24"
- 12x36"
- 18x18"
- 18x36"
- 24x24"
- 36x36"
- 2x2" mosaic
- Tumbled minibrick
- Bullnose
- Mosaic

**Decorative**

**Atlantis Mosaic**
Isabella Series

**Specifications**

**Available Sizes (nominal):**
1x1" mosaic on 12x12" sheet

**Available Finishes:**
matte, antislip

**Product Usage:**
wall, floor, commercial, residential, pool

**Availability:**
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.

**Usage**
- Wall and Floor
- Exterior
- Pool

**Finish**
- Matte
- Textured/Anti-Slip

**Color Palette**
- Brown Blend
- Grey Blend
- Blue Blend
Massone Glazed
Isabella Series

Specifications
Available Sizes (nominal):
2.5x10"
Available Finishes:
glossy
Available Trims:
none
Product Usage:
wall, residential, commercial, exterior
Availability:
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.

Usage
• Wall Only
• Exterior

Finish
• Glossy

Color Palette
White
Beige
Black

Size and Trim
2.5x10

Lead Time: Please Inquire

Massone Unglazed
Isabella Series

Specifications
Available Sizes (nominal):
2.5x10"
Available Finishes:
unglazed
Available Trims:
none
Product Usage:
wall, floor, residential, commercial, exterior
Availability:
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.
• Wall and Floor
• Exterior

Color Palette

White  Dove  Grey  Black

Size and Trim

2.5x10

Decorative

DESIGN & DIRECT SOURCE

Lead Time: Please Inquire

Modular Bevel
Isabella Series

Specifications

Available Sizes (nominal):
3x6" bevel, 3x3" bevel
Also available in 8x24" bevel (white glossy and black glossy only)

Available Finishes:
glossy, matte (varies by color)

Available Trims:
quarter round (1.25x6"), finger cove (1.25x6")

Product Usage:
wall, residential, commercial, exterior

Availability:
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.

Usage  Finish

Color Palette

White  White (matte)  Lead  Pyrite  Black  Ivory  Alabaster  Honey
Cafe  Emerald  Pacifico  Garnet  Vermilion (matte)
Modular Unglazed
Isabella Series

Specifications
Available Sizes (nominal):
4x4”, 8x8”, 2.5x10”, 1x1” mosaic, 2x2” mosaic, 2” hex mosaic
*Not all colors are available in all sizes.
See availability chart for details.
Available Finishes:
unglazed
Available Trims:
one
Product Usage:
floor, wall, residential, commercial, exterior
Availability:
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.

Usage
• Wall and Floor
• Very High Traffic
• Floor
• Exterior
• Pool

Finish

Color Palette
- White
- Aluminum
- Nickel
- Carbon
- Salt
- Oat
- Mushroom
- Coal
- Powder Blue
- Russet
- Brick
- Royal
- Midnight
- Scarlet

Size and Trim

Lead Time: Please Inquire
Modular Grip
Isabella Series

Usage
- Wall and Floor
- Exterior
- Pool

Finish
- Textured/Anti-Slip

Specifications

Available Sizes (nominal):
4x4", 8x8", 1x1 mosaic, 2x2" mosaic
*Mosaics only available in White, Light Grey, and Dark Grey

Available Finishes:
antislip

Available Trims:
none

Product Usage:
floor, wall, residential, commercial, exterior

Availability:
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.

Color Palette
White, Cream, Tan, Light Grey, Dark Grey, Blue

Size and Trim

Decorative

Lead Time: Please Inquire

Modular Bright
Isabella Series

Specifications

Available Sizes (nominal):
4x4", 6x6", 8x8", 12x12", 2x8", 2.5x10", 3x6", 4x8", 4x12", 4x24", 8x24", 1x1 mosaic, 2x2" mosaic, 1.2x4" mosaic
*Not all colors are available in all sizes.
See availability chart for details.

Available Finishes:
glossy

**Trims (MOQ 50 pieces per color and per shape):**
- Bullnose (4x8", 4x12", 2x8", 2.5x10" - all short side, long side or corner)
- Cove base (flat top or bullnose): 4x8", 4x4", 4x6"
- Cove base inner and outer corner: 1x4"
- Finger cove: 1x8", 1x4", 1x6"
- Cove upper and lower corner: 1x1"
- Quarter round: 1x8", 1x4", 1x6"
- Quarter round upper and lower corner: 1x1"

**Product Usage:**
- wall, residential, commercial, exterior

**Availability:**
Items shown on the availability chart are generally stocked in Europe and do not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.

Minimum order quantities apply to non-stocked color and size combinations.
Modular Silk
Isabella Series

Usage
- Wall Only
- Exterior
- Pool

Finish
- Matte

Specifications

Available Sizes (nominal):
4x4", 6x6", 8x8", 12x12", 2x8", 2.5x10", 4x8", 4x12", 4x24", 8x24", 1x1 mosaic, 2x2" mosaic, 1.2x4" mosaic

*Not all colors are available in all sizes.
See availability chart for details.

Available Finishes:
matte

Regular Trims (no MOQ):
Cove base (flat top or bullnose): 4x8"
Cove base inner and outer corner: 1x4"
Finger cove: 1x8"
Cove upper and lower corner: 1x1"
Quarter round: 1x8"
Quarter round upper and lower corner: 1x1"

Special Trims (MOQ 50 pieces per color and per shape):
Bullnose (4x8", 4x12", 2x8", 2.5x10" - all short side, long side or corner)
Cove base (flat top or bullnose): 4x4", 4x6"
Finger cove: 1x4", 1x6"
Quarter round: 1x4", 1x6"

**Product Usage:**
wall, residential, commercial, exterior
* Although this is a porcelain tile, the matte glazes do not meet DCOF requirements and thus are not recommended for commercial floors.

**Availability:**
Items shown on the availability chart are generally stocked in Europe and do not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.
Minimum order quantities apply to non-stocked color and size combinations.

**Color Palette**

- White
- Quartz
- Pearl
- Black
- Peat
- Smoke
- Anthracite
- Cotton
- Hemp
- Mocha
- Dove
- Linen
- Dark Brown
- Banana
- Citron
- Tangerine
- Orange
- Coral
- Ruby
- Vermilion
- Spring
- Melon
- Kiwi
- Fern
- Bay
- Aloe
- Rosemary
- Lagoon
- Light Blue
- Marine
- Steel Blue
- Storm
- Bayou
- Chambray
- Dusk
- Cobalt
- Mauve
- Lavender
- Hyacinth
- Violet

**Size and Trim**

- 4x4
- 6x6
- 8x8
- 12x12
- 2x8
- 2.5x10
- 4x8
- 4x12
- 4x24
- 8x24
- Bullnose
- Cove base
- Cove base inner corner
- Cove base outer corner
- Finger cove
- Cove lower corner
- Cove upper corner
- Quarter round
- Quarter round upper
- Quarter round lower
- 1x1" mosaic
- 2x2" mosaic
- 1.2x4" mosaic
Bridge
Eden Series

Specifications
Available Sizes (nominal):
8x40"
Available Finishes:
matte
Product Usage:
wall, floor, commercial, residential

Usage
Finish

Color Palette
Grey  Taupe  White  Black  Brown

Size and Trim

8x40"

Trace
Bursao Series

Specifications
Available Sizes (nominal):
18x36", 12x24"
Available Finishes:
matte
Product Usage:
wall, floor, commercial, residential, exterior
Minimum Order Quantity:
This line has a minimum order quantity of 1 pallet (263 SF for 18x36", 698 SF for 12x24") and ships from Europe.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Usage</th>
<th>Finish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wall and Floor</td>
<td>Matte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exterior</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Color Palette**
Stratum
Bursao Series

Specifications
Available Sizes (nominal):
18x36"
Available Finishes:
matte
Product Usage:
wall, floor, commercial, residential, exterior
Minimum Order Quantity:
This line has a minimum order quantity of 1 pallet (263 SF) and ships from Europe.

Usage
- Wall and Floor
- Exterior

Finish
- Matte

Color Palette
White
Beige
Earth
Grey

Size and Trim
- 18x36
Gala Series

Usage
- Wall and Floor

Finish
- Matte

Specifications
Available Sizes (nominal):
8x48" (rectified), 9x36"
* Coal only available in 8x48"

Available Finishes:
matte

Product Usage:
wall, floor, commercial, residential

Availability:
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.

Color Palette
- Bleachwood
- Greenwood
- Driftwood
- Coal*

Size and Trim
- 8x48" (rectified)
- 9x36"

Decorative
DESIGN & DIRECT SOURCE

Lead Time: Please Inquire

Reef
Bursao Series

Specifications
Available Sizes (nominal):
18x36"

Available Finishes:
matte

Product Usage:
wall, floor, commercial, residential, exterior

Minimum Order Quantity:
This line has a minimum order quantity of 1 pallet (263 SF) and ships from Europe.

Usage
- Wall and Floor

Finish
- Matte
Nebula
Bursao Series

Specifications
Available Sizes (nominal):
18x36"
Available Finishes:
matte
Product Usage:
wall, floor, commercial, residential, exterior
Minimum Order Quantity:
This line has a minimum order quantity of 1 pallet (263 SF) and ships from Europe.

Usage
- Wall and Floor
- Exterior

Finish
- Matte

Color Palette
Moon
Dusk
Dove
Steel
Coal

Size and Trim
18x36
**Giza**

*May Series*

![Giza May Series Image](image)

**Specifications**

**Available Sizes:**
8x8"

Note: Swatch photos show layout of 9 tiles.

**Available Finishes:**
matte

**Product Usage:**
wall, low-traffic floor, commercial, residential

**Availability:**
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.

**Usage**
- Wall and Floor

**Finish**
- Matte

**Color Palette**
- Knot
- Lantern
- Red Floral
- Blue Floral

**Size and Trim**
- 8x8"

**Decorative**

**Lead Time:** Please Inquire

--

**Ritual**

*May Series*

![Ritual May Series Image](image)

**Specifications**

**Available Sizes:**
8x8"

Note: Swatch photos show layout of 9 tiles.

Decos come as a 4 pattern mix.

**Available Finishes:**
glossy

**Product Usage:**
wall, commercial, residential
**Usage**
- Wall Only

**Finish**
- Glossy

**Availability:**
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.

**Color Palette**
- Pearl
- Verdigris
- Cafe
- Moss

**Size and Trim**
8x8”

**Decorative**
- Pearl Deco (4 pattern mix)
- Verdigris Deco (4 pattern mix)
- Cafe Deco (4 pattern mix)
- Moss Deco (4 pattern mix)

**Ease**
May Series

**Specifications**

**Available Sizes:**
6x6”
Note: Swatch photos show layout of 9
Available Finishes:
matte

Product Usage:
wall, commercial, residential

Availability:
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.

Color Palette
Carve Black  Carve White  Scale Black  Scale White  Bisect Black  Bisect White

Size and Trim
6x6"

Arroyo
May Series

Usage
• Wall Only

Finish
• Matte

Specifications
Available Sizes:
6x12"
Note: Swatch photos show layout of 8 tiles.

Acre decos come as a 3 pattern mix.

**Available Finishes:**
matte

**Product Usage:**
wall, commercial, residential

**Availability:**
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.

**Color Palette**
- White
- Blue
- Grey
- Black
- Brown

**Size and Trim**

6x12"

**Decorative**
- Acre White (3 pattern mix)
- Acre Black (3 pattern mix)
- Rift

**DESIGN & DIRECT SOURCE**
Lead Time: Please Inquire

**Interval**
Valencia Series

**Usage**
- Wall Only

**Finish**
- Glossy
Specifications

Available Sizes (nominal):
10x20"

Available Finishes:
glossy

Product Usage:
wall, commercial, residential

Availability:
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.

Color Palette

White  Light Grey  Dark Grey

Size and Trim

10x20"  3x10" bullnose base

Decorative

Lead Time: Please Inquire

Expo

Valencia Series

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Usage</th>
<th>Finish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wall and Floor</td>
<td>Matte</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Specifications

Available Sizes (nominal):
9x9"

Available Finishes:
matte

Product Usage:
floor, wall, commercial, residential

Availability:
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.

Color Palette

Nouveau  Senecio  Trevi  Vienna  Belagio  Budapest  Erbach  Ingresque

La Roche  Bruxelles  Roman Black  Roman White

Size and Trim

9x9"

Decorative

DESIGN & DIRECT SOURCE

Lead Time: Please Inquire

Vocation

Valencia Series

Usage  Finish
Specifications

Available Sizes (nominal):
9x9"

Available Finishes:
matte

Product Usage:
floor, wall, commercial, residential

Availability:
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.

Color Palette

- Negroni
- Rob Roy
- Sazerac
- Tom Collins
- Cosmopolitan
- Dirty Martini
- Gibson
- Gimlet

Size and Trim

9x9"

Decorative

DESIGN & DIRECT SOURCE

Lead Time: Please Inquire

Incline
Herald Series
Usage

- Wall Only
Finish

- Matte
Specifications

Available Sizes (nominal):
3x10"

Available Finishes:
matte

Available Trims:
quarter round (1.2x10")

Product Usage:
wall, commercial, residential

Color Palette

White  White-Blue  Blue-White

Size and Trim

3x10  quarter round

Decorative

DESIGN & DIRECT SOURCE
Lead Time: Quick Ship

Corsica
Classic Tile Series

Usage  Finish

- Wall and Floor  • Matte
-  • Polished

Specifications

Available Sizes (nominal):
matte: 12x24"
polished: 12x24", 30x30"
Available Finishes:
matte, polished

Product Usage:
floor, wall, commercial, residential

Color Palette

Size and Trim

12x24
30x30 (polished only)

Decorative

Design & Direct Source
Lead Time: Quick Ship

Cerise
Classic Tile Series

Usage
• Wall Only
Finish
• Matte

Specifications

Available Sizes (nominal):
17x25"

Available Finishes:
matte

Product Usage:
wall, commercial, residential

Color Palette
Adobe
Classic Tile Series

Usage
- Wall and Floor
- Exterior

Finish
- Matte

Specifications
Available Sizes (nominal):
2.75x11"

Available Finishes:
matte

Product Usage:
wall, floor, commercial, residential, exterior

Color Palette
- White
- Grey
- Cement
- Carbon

Size and Trim
17x25
Yorkshire Herald Series

Usage
- Wall Only

Finish
- Glossy

Specifications

Available Sizes:
3x6", 3x12"

Available Finishes:
glossy

Available Trims:
quarter round (1.2x10"), pencil liner (0.75x12"), chair rail (2x12")

Product Usage:
wall, residential, commercial

Color Palette

Snow  Cream  Nickel  Ash  Smoke  Hematite  Graphite

Size and Trim

3x6  3x12  quarter round  pencil liner  chair rail
**Twist**
Herald Series

**Usage**
- Wall Only

**Finish**
- Glossy

**Specifications**
**Available Sizes:**
Flat and Dimensional tile: 6x6"
Dimensional Mosaic: 6x6" sheet

**Available Finishes:**
glossy

**Available Trims:**
none

**Product Usage:**
wall, residential, commercial

**Color Palette**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Snow (Flat)</th>
<th>Snow (Dimensional)</th>
<th>Snow (Dimensional Mosaic)</th>
<th>Mist (Flat)</th>
<th>Mist (Dimensional)</th>
<th>Mist (Dimensional Mosaic)</th>
<th>Honey (Flat)</th>
<th>Honey (Dimensional)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peat (Flat)</td>
<td>Peat (Dimensional)</td>
<td>Peat (Dimensional Mosaic)</td>
<td>Slate (Flat)</td>
<td>Slate (Dimensional)</td>
<td>Slate (Dimensional Mosaic)</td>
<td>Emerald (Flat)</td>
<td>Emerald (Dimensional)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Size and Trim**
Decorative

DESIGN & DIRECT SOURCE

Lead Time: Please Inquire

Plane
Herald Series

Usage
• Wall Only

Finish
• Matte

Specifications
Available Sizes:
Groove: 4x10"
Notch: 4x4.1"

Available Finishes:
glossy

Available Trims:
quarter round (1.2x10")

Product Usage:
wall, residential, commercial

Color Palette
Impact
Herald Series

Usage
- Wall Only

Finish
- Glossy

Specifications
Available Sizes:
Groove: 4x10"
Notch: 4x4.1"

Available Finishes:
glossy

Available Trims:
quarter round (1.2x10")

Product Usage:
wall, residential, commercial

Color Palette
Groove Snow Notch Snow Groove Fog Notch Fog Groove Dew Notch Dew Groove Frost Notch Frost
Groove Storm Notch Storm
Illustrate
Herald Series

Usage
- Wall and Floor

Finish
- Matte

Specifications
Available Sizes (nominal):
8x8"

Available Finishes:
matte (DCOF 0.52)

Product Usage:
floor, wall, commercial, residential

Color Palette
White  Cream  Beige  Light Grey  Dark Grey  Aqua

Size and Trim
8x8

Decorative
Shale
Onda Series

Usage
- Wall and Floor
- Exterior

Finish
- Matte
- Textured/Anti-Slip

Specifications
Available Sizes (nominal):
30x30", 12x24", 24x24", mosaics
Note: 12x24" and 24x24" only available in ivory, pearl and white in matte finish

Available Trims:
bullnose base (4.3x30", 3x24")

Available Finishes:
matte, anti-slip

Product Usage:
floor, wall, commercial, residential, exterior

Availability:
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.

**Color Palette**

| White | Pearl | Grey | Ivory | Cream |

**Size and Trim**

- 30x30
- 12x24
- 24x24
- bullnose base
- 2x2" mosaic
- 2" hex mosaic

**Decorative**

**DESIGN & DIRECT SOURCE**

**Lead Time:** Please Inquire

**Crest**

**Porto Series**

**Usage**

- Wall Only

**Finish**

- Glossy

**Specifications**

**Available Sizes (nominal):**

- 3x8.5"

**Available Finishes:**

- matte

**Product Usage:**

- wall, commercial, residential
Color Palette

White  Cream  Sky  Grey  Flat White  Flat Ivory  Flat Ash

Size and Trim

3x8.5

Decorative

DESIGN & DIRECT SOURCE
Lead Time: Please Inquire

Scale
Cev Series

Usage  Finish
- Wall Only  • Glossy

Specifications
Available Sizes:
6" fan (loose pieces)
Available Finishes:
glossy
Product Usage:
wall, commercial, residential
Availability:
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.
Chelsea
Cev Series

Usage
• Wall and Floor

Finish
• Matte

Specifications
Available Sizes (nominal):
2.5x10"

Available Finishes:
matte

Product Usage:
floor, wall, commercial, residential

Availability:
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.
Color Palette

White  Bone  Gray  Greige  Sage  Sky  Indigo  Black

Size and Trim

2.5x10

Decorative

Doppio
Forte Series

Usage

• Wall Only

Finish

• Glossy
  • Matte

Specifications

Available Sizes (nominal):
3x12"

Available Finishes:
combination of matte and glossy

Product Usage:
wall, commercial, residential

Availability:
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.
Trinidad
Eden Series

Usage
• Wall and Floor

Finish
• Matte

Specifications

Available Sizes:
8x8"

Available Finishes:
matte

Product Usage:
wall, floor, commercial, residential

Color Palette

Size and Trim
Belmont
Eden Series

Usage
- Wall and Floor

Finish
- Matte

Specifications

Available Sizes:
12"x24", 32"x32", 12"x17" netted hexagon

Available Finishes:
matte

Product Usage:
wall, floor, commercial, residential

Color Palette
- Beige
- Warm Grey
- Cool Grey
- Charcoal

Size and Trim
12x24"  32x32"  17x12" netted hex
Lead Time: Quick Ship
Bowery
Eden Series

**Usage**
- Wall and Floor

**Finish**
- Matte

**Specifications**

**Available Sizes (nominal):**
12x24", 18x36", 2x2" mosaic

**Available Finishes:**
matte

**Available Trims:**
bullnose base, cove base

**Product Usage:**
floor, wall, commercial, residential

**Color Palette**
- White
- Grey
- Graphite
- Anthracite

**Size and Trim**
- 3x12” bullnose base
- 6x12” cove base
- 12x24”
- 18x36”
- 2x2” mosaic

**Decorative**

**Vista**

**Lead Time:** Please Inquire
Maurizio Series

Usage
- Wall and Floor
- Exterior

Finish
- Matte
- Textured/Anti-Slip

Specifications

Available Sizes (nominal):
12x24", 24x24", 24x48"
Note: 2cm available in 24x48", bush
hammered available in 12x24" and
24x24"

Available Finishes:
matte, bush hammered

Available Trims:
bullnose base, step

Product Usage:
floor, wall, commercial, residential,
exterior

Color Palette
- Beige
- Light Grey
- Greige
- Dark Grey
- Charcoal

Size and Trim
- 12x24"
- 24x24"
- 24x48"
- 4x24" Bullnose base
- Step

Decorative
DESIGN & DIRECT SOURCE

Lead Time: Please Inquire
Habitat
Maurizio Series

Usage
• Wall and Floor

Finish
• Matte

Specifications
Available Sizes (nominal):
12x24", 24x24", 24x48"
Available Finishes:
matte
Available Trims:
bullnose base, step
Product Usage:
floor, wall, commercial, residential

Color Palette

Beige  Greige  Light Grey  Dark Grey  Charcoal

Size and Trim

12x24"  24x24"  24x48"  Step  Bullnose base

Decorative
DESIGN & DIRECT SOURCE
Lead Time: Quick Ship

Strand
Eden Series
Specifications

Available Sizes:
12x24", 12x48", 24x48"

Available Finishes:
matte

Product Usage:
wall, floor, commercial, residential

Color Palette
- White
- Grey
- Black

Size and Trim
- 12x24"
- 12x48"
- 24x48"

Decorative

Orazio
Eden Series

Usage
- Wall Only

Finish
- Glossy

Specifications

Available Sizes:
Plain colors: 3x6", 4x10", 8" hex
Antique colors: 3x12" only

Available Finishes:
Available Trims:
bullnose (3x6'', 3x10'', 3x12''), pencil liner (0.5x10''), chair rail (2x10'')

Product Usage:
wall, commercial, residential

Color Palette

Size and Trim

Decorative

Diffuse
Eden Series

Usage
- Wall and Floor

Finish
- Matte
- Relief

Specifications
Available Sizes (nominal):
field: 12"x24", 24"x48", 32"x32"
deco: 12x24"
Available Finishes:
matte

Product Usage:
floor, wall, commercial, residential

Color Palette

| White | Grey | Taupe | Charcoal |

Size and Trim

| 12x24" | 24x48" | 32x32" |

Decorative

| Deco White | Deco Grey | Deco Taupe | Deco Charcoal |

DESIGN & DIRECT SOURCE

Lead Time: Quick Ship

Chesapeake

Eden Series

Usage
• Wall and Floor

Finish
• Matte

Specifications

Available Sizes (nominal):
8"x48", 24"x48"

Available Finishes:
matte

Product Usage:
floor, wall, commercial, residential
Color Palette

Grey  Black

Size and Trim

8x48"  24x48"

Decorative

DESIGN & DIRECT SOURCE

Lead Time: Quick Ship

Bale

Eden Series

Usage

• Wall and Floor

Finish

• Matte

Specifications

Available Sizes (nominal):
8x40"

Available Finishes:
matte

Product Usage:
wall, floor, commercial, residential

Color Palette

Warm Grey  Whisky  Coffee

Size and Trim
Decorative

Piedra
Caprino Series

Usage
- Wall and Floor
- Very High Traffic
- Floor
- Exterior

Finish
- Polished
- Honed
- Textured/Anti-Slip

Specifications

Available Sizes (nominal):
Tiles (19mm thickness): 12x12", 16x16", 24x24", 12x24", 16x24"
Slab (2cm or 3cm thickness): 49"x120"

Available Finishes:
honered, polished, antiqued

Product Usage:
wall (interior and exterior), floor (interior), residential, commercial

Minimum Order Quantity:
Tiles: 540 SF
Slabs: 4,300 SF

Color Palette
Veneto
Classic Tile Series

Usage
- Wall and Floor

Finish
- Matte

Specifications
Available Sizes (nominal):
24x48"

Available Finishes:
matte

Product Usage:
floor, wall, commercial, residential

Color Palette
- White
- Light Grey
- Dark Grey
- Taupe
- Blue
- Black

Size and Trim

Sand
Garnet
Lava
**Porfido**  
Siren Series

Usage | Finish  
--- | ---  
Wall and Floor | Matte  
 | Textured/Anti-Slip

**Specifications**

**Available Sizes:**
- matte: 4x8", 8x8", 8x16", 16x16", 16x24"
- 1.5cm anti slip: 4x8", 8x8", 8x16", 16x16"
- texture look: 16x24"
- fan mosaic: 30x20" sheet
- block mosaic: 12x12" sheet

**Available Finish:**
- matte, 1.5cm anti slip, texture look

**Product Usage:**
- wall, floor, commercial, residential, exterior

**Color Palette**

- **Sanctuary**
- **Quire**
- **Nave**
- **Apse**

**Size and Trim**

- 4x8"  
- 8x8"  
- 8x16"  
- 16x16"  
- 16x24"
Wirecut
American Quarry Collection

Usage
- Wall Only
- Exterior

Finish
- Glossy

Specifications
Available Sizes:
2x8", 4x8", 2x9" hex, 2x8" picket, 3x6" rhomboid, 4" arabesque, 4" fan, 4" hex + trim
Available Finishes:
glossy, metallic
Available Trim:
4"x4" bullnose, 2-1/4"x8" bullnose, 4"x4" corner
Product Usage:
wall, commercial, residential, exterior

Color Palette
- Light Grey
- Medium Grey
- Dark Grey
- Blue Lagoon
- Water Lily
- Nickel
- Copper

Size and Trim

Decorative
Lead Time: Please Inquire
Legend Wall
Cristiana Series

Usage
- Wall Only

Finish
- Matte

Specifications
Available Sizes (nominal):
10x30"
Available Finishes:
flat, raked
Product Usage:
wall, commercial, residential

Color Palette

Size and Trim
10x30"

Decorative
DESIGN & DIRECT SOURCE
Lead Time: Please Inquire

Legend
Cristiana Series
Usage
- Wall and Floor

Finish
- Matte
Specifications

Available Sizes (nominal):
12x24", 24x24", 24x48", 48x48"

Available Finishes:
matte

Available Trims:
bullnose base, step

Product Usage:
floor, wall, commercial, residential
Color Palette
- Shell
- Pearl
- Almond
- Caramel
- Grey

Size and Trim
- 12x24"
- 24x24"
- 24x48"
- 48x48"
- 2.8x24" bullnose base

Decorative

**DESIGN & DIRECT SOURCE**

Lead Time: Please Inquire

Carmen
District Series

Usage
- Wall and Floor

Finish
- Matte
- Textured/Anti-Slip

Specifications

**Available Sizes:**
- Field Tile: 12x24", 24x24", 18x36",
- 36x36", 24x48", 48x48", 48x95"
- Mod Deco, Cirque Deco, Deco Mix: 12x12"
- Star Deco: 24x24", 36x36"

Note: 48x48" and 48x95" are 6.5mm thick. All others are 10mm thick

**Available Finishes:**
- matte

**Available trims:**
- bullnose base (3x24", 2x36")
**Product Usage:**
wall, floor, residential, commercial

**Availability:**
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.

**Color Palette**

- Grey
- Ivory
- Anthracite
- Sand

**Size and Trim**

- 12x12"
- 12x24"
- 24x24"
- 24x48"
- 18x36"
- 36x36"
- 48x48"
- 48x95"

**Design & Direct Source**

**Lead Time: Please Inquire**

**Gossamer**
Davide Series
Usage

- Wall Only

Finish

- Glossy
- Crackle Glaze

Specifications

Available Sizes (nominal):
6x6”

Available Finishes:
crackle

Available Trims:
quarter round, mini quarter round, pencil liner, chair rail

Product Usage:
wall, commercial, residential

Availability:
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.

Color Palette

White  Violet  Aqua  Turquoise  Cobalt  Moss  Lagoon  Forest

Size and Trim

6x6”  Pencil liner  Quarter round  Chair rail  Mini quarter round

Decorative

DESIGN & DIRECT SOURCE

Lead Time: Please Inquire

Vittorio
District Series
Usage
- Wall Only

Finish
- Glossy

Specifications
Available Sizes:
3x12"
Available Finishes:
glossy

Product Usage:
wall, commercial, residential

Availability:
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.

Color Palette
- White
- Grey
- Yellow
- Orange
- Green
- Blue
- Purple

Size and Trim

3x12

Decorative

Glazed Porcelain Mosaic
Eden Series

Usage
- Wall Only
- Wall and Floor
- Exterior

Finish
- Glossy
- Matte

Specifications

Available Sizes:
1"x1", 1" hexagon, 2"hexagon, oct and dot, pinwheel, basketweave, herringbone, beveled herringbone, lantern, brick, penny round

**Available Finishes:**
matte, glossy (varies by pattern)

**Product Usage:**
floor, wall, commercial, residential, exterior

### Color Palette

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Finish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1&quot;x1&quot; white</td>
<td>matte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1&quot;x1&quot; black</td>
<td>matte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1&quot; hex white</td>
<td>matte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1&quot; hex black</td>
<td>matte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1&quot; hex white and black blend</td>
<td>matte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2&quot; hex white</td>
<td>matte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2&quot; hex black</td>
<td>matte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oct &amp; dot snow</td>
<td>matte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oct &amp; dot snow snow</td>
<td>matte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pinwheel white</td>
<td>matte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pinwheel white &amp; black</td>
<td>matte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>basketweave white &amp; black</td>
<td>matte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>basketweave white &amp; grey</td>
<td>matte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>herringbone white</td>
<td>glossy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>herringbone white glossy</td>
<td>glossy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lantern white</td>
<td>glossy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beveled herringbone</td>
<td>glossy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lantern white white</td>
<td>glossy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beveled herringbone white</td>
<td>glossy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beveled herringbone white glossy</td>
<td>glossy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>penny round grey</td>
<td>glossy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>penny round grey matte</td>
<td>matte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>penny round mint green</td>
<td>glossy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>penny round sky blue</td>
<td>glossy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>penny round cobalt</td>
<td>glossy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>penny round black</td>
<td>glossy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>penny round diamond border</td>
<td>black &amp; white</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>penny round diamond border</td>
<td>grey &amp; white</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Size and Trim

**Decorative**

**Lead Time:** Quick Ship

**Chroma**

**Classic Tile Series**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Usage</th>
<th>Finish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Notes:**

- Chroma tiles are available in a variety of sizes and finishes, suitable for both interior and exterior applications. Each pattern is offered in matte or glossy finishes, with some patterns featuring a blend of finishes for added visual interest. The color palette is extensive, with options ranging from traditional white and black to more modern and bold shades such as mint green, sky blue, and cobalt blue. For specific projects, lead times for Chroma tiles are generally quick, making them a popular choice for interior design projects.
Specifications

Available Sizes:
24x24"

Available Finishes:
matte

Available Trims:
none

Product Usage:
wall, floor, commercial, residential, exterior

Color Palette

White  Pearl  Grey  Black  Red  Green  Blue

Size and Trim

24x24

Decorative

Lead Time: Please Inquire

Loam
Grove Series

Usage
- Wall and Floor
- Exterior

Finish
- Matte
- Textured/Anti-Slip
Specifications

Available Sizes (nominal):
12x24", 24x24"
2cm only available 24x24" in Beige and Taupe

Available Trims:
bullnose base (4x24")

Available Finishes:
matte, antislip (2cm only)

Product Usage:
floor, wall, commercial, residential, exterior

Color Palette

Ivory Beige Taupe Charcoal

Size and Trim

12x24 24x24 bullnose base (4x24)

Decorative

Thesis

Grove Series

Usage
- Wall and Floor
- Exterior

Finish
- Matte
- Textured/Anti-Slip
Specifications

**Available Sizes (nominal):**
8x48", 12x48"
2cm only available 12x48"

**Available Trims:**
bullnose base (4x24")

**Available Finishes:**
matte, antislip (2cm only)

**Product Usage:**
floor, wall, commercial, residential, exterior

**Color Palette**
- Beige
- Greige
- Brown
- Grey

**Size and Trim**
- 8x48
- 12x48
- Bullnose base (4x24")

**Decorative**
**Design & Direct Source**

Lead Time: Please Inquire

**Knoll**
Grove Series

**Usage**
- Wall and Floor
- Exterior

**Finish**
- Matte
- Textured/Anti-Slip
Specifications

Available Sizes (nominal):
8x24", 12x24", 16x24", 24x24", 24x36", 24x48", 36x36"
2cm: only available in 24x24"

Available Trims:
bullnose base (4x24")

Available Finishes:
matte, antislip (2cm only)

Product Usage:
floor, wall, commercial, residential, exterior

Color Palette
- White
- Beige
- Taupe
- Grey

Size and Trim
8x24  12x24  16x24  24x24  24x36  36x36  24x48  bullnose base (4x24")

Decorative

Design & Direct Source
Lead Time: Please Inquire

Parchment
Romagna Series

Usage
- Wall and Floor

Finish
- Matte
Specifications

Available Sizes (nominal):
24x48", 48x48"

Available Finishes:
matte

Available Trims:
bullnose base (2.4x48")

Product Usage:
floor, wall, commercial, residential

Availability:
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.

Color Palette

Cream Brown Black

Size and Trim

24x48 48x48 bullnose base

Decorative

DESIGN & DIRECT SOURCE

Lead Time: Please Inquire

Bond
Simone Series

Usage Finish
- Wall and Floor • Matte
Specifications

**Available Sizes:**
12x24", 24x24", 36x36", 9" hex, 2x2" mosaic

**Available Trims:**
bullnose base (3x24")

**Available Finishes:**
matte

**Product Usage:**
wall, floor, commercial, residential

**Availability:**
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.
Oristano Distressed
Ravenna Series

Usage
- Wall Only

Finish
- Glossy

Specifications

Available Sizes:
2.5x10"

Available Finishes:
glossy

Available Trims:
quarter round, pencil liner

Product Usage:
wall, commercial, residential

Color Palette
Emerald
Pearl
Ruby
Sand
Coal

Size and Trim

2.5x10”
Quarter Round Pencil Liner
(0.4”x8”)
(0.6”x10”)

Decorative

Atelier Deco
Alps Series

Usage
Wall and Floor

Finish
Matte

Specifications

Available Sizes:
8x8"

Available Finishes:
matte

Product Usage:
floor, wall, commercial, residential
*Please note: Individual patterns cannot be ordered from within the six pattern mix.

Availability:
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.
Color Palette

Mix A - Beige  Mix A - Camel  Mix A - Greige  Mix A - Lava  Mix B - Beige  Mix B - Camel  Mix B - Greige  Mix B - Lava  Mix B - Umber

Size and Trim

- 8x8

Decorative

DESIGN & DIRECT SOURCE

Lead Time: Please Inquire

Flux

Grove Series

Usage
- Wall and Floor
- Exterior

Finish
- Matte
- Textured/Anti-Slip

Specifications

Available Sizes (nominal):
12x24", 24x24", 18x36", 36x36", 24x48", chevrons, mosaic
2cm only available 18x36"

Available Trims:
bullnose base (4x24")

Available Finishes:
matte, antislip (2cm only)

Product Usage:
floor, wall, commercial, residential, exterior

Color Palette

![Ivory](image1) ![Silver](image2) ![Grey](image3) ![Dark](image4)

Size and Trim

![12x24](image5) ![24x24](image6) ![18x36](image7) ![36x36](image8) ![24x48](image9) ![4x8" chevron](image10) ![7x20" chevron](image11) ![8x16" chevron](image12)

bullnose base (4x24")

Decorative

**DESIGN & DIRECT SOURCE**

Lead Time: Please Inquire

Argil
Romagna Series

Usage
- Wall and Floor

Finish
- Matte

Specifications

**Available Sizes (nominal):**
12x24", 24x24", 18x36", 36x36", 24x48", 48x48"

**Available Finishes:**
matte

**Available Trims:**
bullnose base (2.4x24", 2.4x36", 2.4x48")
**Product Usage:**
floor, wall, commercial, residential

**Availability:**
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.

**Color Palette**
- Cloud
- Ash
- Fog
- Smoke

**Size and Trim**
- 12x24
- 24x24
- 24x48
- 48x48
- 18x36
- 36x36
- bullnose base

**Decorative**

**Arc**

**Attenui Series**

**Usage**
- Wall and Floor

**Finish**
- Matte

**Specifications**

**Available Sizes:**
24”x24”

**Available Finishes:**
matte

**Product Usage:**
Availability:
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.

*Please note: Individual patterns cannot be ordered from within the five pattern mix.

Color Palette

Beige  Brown  Grey

Size and Trim

24x24"

Decorative

CONTACT & DIRECT SOURCE

Lead Time: Quick Ship

Contempo

International Series

Usage  Finish

• Wall Only  • Glossy
• Exterior
• Pool

Specifications

Available Sizes (nominal):
1x1" mesh mounted mosaic

**Available Finishes:**
glossy

**Product Usage:**
wall, commercial, residential, exterior, pool

## Color Palette

- Black
- Cobalt
- Dusk Blue
- Algae
- River Blue
- Misty Blue
- Ocean
- Misty Rose
- Misty Pale Pink
- White

## Size and Trim

**Decorative**

**DESIGN & DIRECT SOURCE**

Lead Time: Please Inquire

### Hazel
Sync Series

![Image of Hazel mosaic]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Usage</th>
<th>Finish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wall Only</td>
<td>Glossy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exterior</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pool</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Specifications

**Available Sizes (nominal):**
1x1" mesh mounted mosaic

**Available Finishes:**
glossy

**Product Usage:**
wall, commercial, residential, exterior, pool

Color Palette

Size and Trim

Decorative

**DESIGN & DIRECT SOURCE**

**Lead Time: Please Inquire**

**Code**

Begonia Series

Usage

- Wall and Floor

Finish

- Matte

**Specifications**

**Available Sizes (nominal):**

Field tile - 4.5x4.5", 9x9", 18x18", 36x36"

L-shaped tile - 9x9", 18x18", 36x36"

**Note:** Not all colors and textures available in all sizes.

[Click here](#) to see a detailed availability chart.

**Available Finishes:**
matte

**Product Usage:**
floor, wall, commercial, residential

**Availability:**
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.

**Color Palette**

- Grey Flat
- Grey Binary
- Grey Cipher
- Grey Morse
- Grey Enigma
- Grey Lorenz
- Taupe Flat
- Taupe Binary
- Taupe Cipher
- Taupe Morse
- Taupe Enigma
- Taupe Lorenz
- Bare Flat
- Bare Binary
- Bare Cipher
- Bare Morse
- Bare Enigma
- Bare Lorenz
- Merlot Binary
- Merlot Cipher
- Merlot Morse
- Merlot Enigma
- Merlot Lorenz
- Pine Binary
- Pine Cipher
- Pine Morse
- Pine Enigma
- Pine Lorenz
- Curry Binary
- Curry Cipher
- Curry Morse
- Curry Enigma
- Curry Lorenz

**Size and Trim**

- 4.5x4.5"  
- 9x9"  
- 18x18"  
- 36x36"  
- 9x9" L-shape  
- 18x18" L-shape  
- 36x36" L-shape

**Decorative**

**Lead Time: Please Inquire**

**Lodge**

Arcadio Series
Usage

- Wall Only

Finish

- Satin
- Relief

Specifications

Available Sizes:

12x36"
Available Finishes:
satin

Product Usage:
wall, residential, commercial

Color Palette

Size and Trim

12x36"

Decorative

**DESIGN & DIRECT SOURCE**
Lead Time: Please Inquire

**Figure**
SoCal Series

Usage  Finish
- Wall and Floor  • Matte

Specifications
Available Sizes (nominal):
12x24", 24x24", 24x48", 48x48"

Available Finishes:
matte

Product Usage:
floor, wall, commercial, residential
Entity
Mosca Series

Usage
• Wall and Floor

Finish
• Matte

Specifications

Available Sizes:
16” hex

Available Finishes:
matte

Product Usage:
wall, floor, commercial, residential

Color Palette
Rosewood  Walnut  Maple

Size and Trim
Decorative
DESIGN & DIRECT SOURCE
Lead Time: Please Inquire

Etch
Davide Series

Usage

- Wall Only

Finish

- Matte
- Relief

Specifications

Available Sizes:
4x8"
Available Finishes:
matte
Available Trims:
quarter round, mini quarter round, pencil liner, chair rail
Product Usage:
wall, residential, commercial
Availability:
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.

Color Palette
Size and Trim

4"x8"  quarter round (1.2x8")
mini quarter round (0.4x6")
pencil liner (0.6x6")
chair rail (1.4x6")

Decorative


DESIGN & DIRECT SOURCE
Lead Time: Please Inquire

Overture
Ravenna Series

Usage
• Wall Only

Finish
• Glossy

Specifications
Available Sizes:
5x5"
Available Finishes:
glossy
Available Trim:
quarter round
Product Usage:
Color Palette

- Ice Cap
- Lake
- Lagoon
- Cinder

Size and Trim

- 5x5"
- Quarter Round (0.4"x8")

Decorative

Canopy

Ravenna Series

Usage

- Wall and Floor

Finish

- Matte

Specifications

Available Sizes:
8x48"

Available Finishes:
matte

Available Trim:
skirting

Product Usage:
floor, wall, commercial, residential
Size and Trim

8x48”  3.5x48”

Decorative

DIRECT SOURCE

Lead Time: Please Inquire

Species
Zuesanne Series

Usage
Wall and Floor

Finish
Matte

Specifications
Available Sizes:
12x24", 24x24", 30x30"
Available Finishes:
matte leathered

Available Trims:
bullnose base (2.4x24", 2.4x30")

Product Usage:
wall, floor, commercial, residential

Color Palette
Black  Beige  White
Conduit
Zuesanne Series

Usage
- Wall and Floor

Finish
- Matte

Specifications
Available Sizes (nominal):
24X24", 24X48", 48X48", mosaic
Available Finishes:
matte
Available Trims:
bullnose base (2.4x24", 2.4x48")
Product Usage:
wall, floor, commercial, residential

Color Palette
- Black
- Brown
- Grey
- White

Size and Trim
- 12x24
- 24x24
- 30x30
- bullnose base

Lead Time: Please Inquire

Decorative
DIRECT SOURCE

Size and Trim
- 12x24
- 24x24
- 30x30
- bullnose base
Stipple
Zuesanne Series

Usage
- Wall Only

Finish
- Glossy

Specifications
Available Sizes (nominal):
3x12"
Available Finishes:
glossy
Product Usage:
wall, commercial, residential

Color Palette

Size and Trim
3x12"
Hyaline Mosaics
Sync Series

Usage
- Wall and Floor
- Exterior
- Pool

Specifications
Available Sizes (nominal):
5/8x5/8" mesh mounted mosaic
Available Finishes:
opaque, transparent
Product Usage:
floor, wall, commercial, residential, exterior, pool

Color Palette
Size and Trim

5/8" x 5/8" mosaic on 12x12" mesh

Decorative

Design & Direct Source

Lead Time: Please Inquire

Palermo
Zuesanne Series

Usage

- Wall and Floor

Finish

- Matte
- Textured/Anti-Slip

Specifications

Available Sizes (nominal):
15x30", 30x30", 24x24", 24x48"

Available Finishes:
matte, bush-hammered (24x24" and 24x48" only)
Available Trims:
bullnose base (2.4"x24", 2.4"x30")

Product Usage:
floor, wall, commercial, residential

Color Palette

- White
- Beige
- Grey
- Dark Grey

Size and Trim

- 15x30
- 30x30
- 24x24
- 24x48
- bullnose base

Decorative

DESIGN & DIRECT SOURCE

Lead Time: Please Inquire

Divide

Davide Series

Usage
- Wall Only

Finish
- Glossy

Specifications

Available Sizes (nominal):
4x9" trapezoid

Available Finishes:
glossy

For matte colors, see Davide Series: Unite

Product Usage:
wall, commercial, residential

Availability:
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.

**Color Palette**

- White
- Cream
- Taupe
- Lead
- Sand
- Tobacco
- Black
- Sage
- Sky
- Sea
- Teal

**Size and Trim**

4x9" trapezoid

**Decorative**

**DESIGN & DIRECT SOURCE**

Lead Time: Please Inquire

**Unite**

Davide Series

**Usage**

- Wall and Floor

**Finish**

- Matte

**Specifications**

**Available Sizes (nominal):**

4x9" trapezoid

**Available Finishes:**

- matte

For glossy colors, see [Davide Series](#)
Divide

**Product Usage:**
wall, commercial, residential

**Availability:**
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.

**Color Palette**
- White
- Cream
- Light Grey
- Dark Grey
- Sand
- Brown
- Black

**Size and Trim**
- 4x9" trapezoid

**Decorative**

**Venerable**

**Forte Series**

**Usage**
- Wall and Floor
- Exterior

**Finish**
- Matte

**Specifications**

**Available Sizes (nominal):**
2x9"

**Available Finishes:**
Available Trims:
quarter round (0.5x9"

Product Usage:
wall, floor, commercial, residential, exterior

Availability:
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.

Color Palette

White  Cream  Beige  Grey  Taupe  Blue  Gunmetal  Black

Size and Trim

2x9  quarter round

Decorative

DESIGN & DIRECT SOURCE

Lead Time: Please Inquire

Shift

Forte Series

Usage
• Wall Only

Finish
• Glossy
• Matte
• Relief
Specifications

Available Sizes (nominal):
4x5" triangle, flat or dimensional

Available Finishes:
matte, glossy (varies by color)

Available Trims:
quarter round (0.5x6")

Product Usage:
wall, commercial, residential

Availability:
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.

Color Palette

Size and Trim

Decorative

Method

Forte Series

Usage     Finish
• Wall and Floor     • Matte
Specifications

Available Sizes (nominal):
19x19”, 6x38”

Available Finishes:
matte

Product Usage:
floor, commercial, residential

Availability:
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.

Color Palette

![Color Palette Image]

Size and Trim

![Size and Trim Image]

Decorative

DESIGN & DIRECT SOURCE

Lead Time: Please Inquire

Diagram

Forte Series

![Diagram Image]

Usage
- Wall Only

Finish
- Glossy
- Relief
Specifications

Available Sizes (nominal):
4x8"

Available Finishes:
glossy

Available Trims:
quarter round (0.5x8"

Product Usage:
wall, commercial, residential

Availability:
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.
Color Palette

Size and Trim

Decorative

Design & Direct Source

Lead Time: Please Inquire

Auxiliary

Forte Series

Usage

Finish

- Wall and Floor
- Matte
- Semi Polished

Specifications

Available Sizes (nominal):
19x19"

Available Finishes:
matte, semi-polished

Available Trims:
bullnose base (3x19")

Product Usage:
floor, commercial, residential

Availability:
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import
item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.

Color Palette

Size and Trim

19x19 bullnose base

Decorative

Lead Time: Please Inquire

Facet
Davide Series

Usage

• Wall Only

Finish

• Crackle Glaze

Specifications

Available Sizes (nominal):
4x8"

Available Finishes:
Crackle

Available Trims:
Quarter round, mini quarter round, pencil liner, chair rail

Product Usage:
Wall, commercial, residential

Availability:
This line is generally stocked in Europe
and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.

Color Palette

Pearl  Nacre  Diamond  Smoky Topaz  Moonstone  Agate  Olivite  Amber
Red Jasper  Celestite  Topaz  Sapphire  Apatite  Opal  Emerald

Size and Trim

4x8  quarter round (1.2x8")  mini quarter round (0.4x12")  pencil liner (0.6x8")  chair rail (1.4x8")

Decorative

DESIGN & DIRECT SOURCE

Lead Time: Please Inquire

Current

Davide Series

Usage

- Wall Only

Finish

- Crackle Glaze

Specifications

Available Sizes (nominal):
3x6", 6x6", 4x12", 4x12" bevel, 12x12"
(Note that the 4x12" bevel does not have the same surface undulation as the other sizes)

Available Finishes:
crackle

**Available Trims:**
quarter round, mini quarter round, pencil liner, chair rail

**Product Usage:**
wall, commercial, residential

**Availability:**
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.

**Color Palette**

White  Ivory  Grey  Mist  Sky Blue  Sea  Aqua  Turquoise

Caramel  Violet  Cobalt

**Size and Trim**

3x6  6x6  4x12  4x12 beveled  12x12 quarter round (1.2x12")  mini quarter round (0.4x4", 0.4x6", 0.4x12")  pencil liner (0.6x6", 0.6x12")

chair rail (1.4x6", 1.6x12")

**Decorative**

**DIRECT SOURCE**

Lead Time: Please Inquire

**Baronet**

Davide Series
Usage
- Wall Only

Finish
- Satin

Specifications

Available Sizes (nominal):
3x6", 6x6", 4x12", 4x12" bevel
(Note that the 4x12" bevel does not have the same surface undulation as the other sizes)

Available Finishes:
satin

Available Trims:
quarter round, mini quarter round, pencil liner, chair rail

Product Usage:
wall, commercial, residential

Availability:
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.

Color Palette

Talc  Silk  Pumice  Cement  Linen  Sand  Juta  Chocolate

Anthracite  Black

Size and Trim

3x6  6x6  4x12  4x12 beveled quarter round (1.2x12")  mini quarter round (0.4x4", 0.4x6", 0.4x12")  pencil liner (0.6x6")  chair rail (1.4x6")

Decorative

DESIGN & DIRECT SOURCE

Lead Time: Please Inquire

Allure
Id Series

Usage
- Wall Only

Finish
- Glossy
- Matte

Specifications

Available Sizes (nominal):
2x10"

Available Finishes:
matte, glossy (finish varies by color)

Available Trims:
bullnose (2x10"), quarter round (0.5x10"), pencil liner (0.8x10")

Product Usage:
wall, commercial, residential

Availability:
This line is generally stocked in Europe and does not have a minimum order quantity. However, as this is an import item, larger quantities will be more cost-effective to transport.

Color Palette

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>White matte</th>
<th>Sage matte</th>
<th>Sapphire matte</th>
<th>Graphite matte</th>
<th>White glossy</th>
<th>Cream glossy</th>
<th>Beige glossy</th>
<th>Earth glossy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sage glossy</td>
<td>Titanium glossy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Size and Trim

- 2x10
- bullnose
- quarter round
- pencil liner
Eternal Wood
Highland Tile

Usage
• Wall and Floor

Finish
• Matte

Specifications
Available Sizes (nominal):
4x48", 8x48", 12x48"
Available Trims:
cove base, skirting
Available Finishes:
matte, semi-polished
Product Usage:
floor, commercial, residential

Color Palette
Wicker
English Oak
Spice
Aged Mahogany

Size and Trim
6x12" 3x24"
Sesia
Ravenna Series

Usage
• Wall Only

Finish
• Satin

Specifications
Available Sizes (nominal):
2.5x10", quarter round

Available Finishes:
satin

Product Usage:
wall, commercial, residential

Color Palette
White Moon
Glass
Ivory
Alabaster
Abalone
Greystone
Sky Grey
Aqua
Silver
Aegian
Sapphire
Ash
Black Fox

Size and Trim
2.5x10" Quarter Round (0.4"x8")

Decorative
DESIGN & DIRECT SOURCE
Lead Time: Quick Ship

Gesso
Ravenna Series

Usage

- Wall Only

Finish

- Glossy
- Matte

Specifications

Available Sizes (nominal):
4x8", quarter round

Available Finishes:
matte, glossy, metallic (finish varies by color)

Product Usage:
wall, commercial, residential

Color Palette

- Rhea (glossy)*
- Rhea (matte)*
- Crescent (glossy)*
- Crepe (matte)*
- Pandora (glossy)*
- Copper (metallic)*
- Carbon (glossy)*
- Carbon (matte)*
- Oyster (matte)
- Dove (matte)
- Boreal (matte)
- Wisteria (matte)
- Delta (matte)
- Curry (matte)
- Lichen (matte)
- Acara (matte)
- Amanita (matte)
- Dolores (matte)
- Saturn (matte)
- Palladium (metallic)
- Ferric (metallic)

Size and Trim

- 4x8" Quarter Round (0.4"x8")

Decorative

Design & Direct Source

Lead Time: Quick Ship
Glacial
Esperanza Series

Usage

- Wall Only

Finish

- Matte
- Crackle Glaze

Specifications

Available Sizes (nominal):
3x6", 3x12"

Available Trims:
quarter round, bar liner, beak, molding, molding end cap, molding frame corner, base board, base board end cap

Available Finishes:
matte crackle

Product Usage:
wall, commercial, residential

Color Palette

Frost  Linen  Ash  Sky

Size and Trim

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3x6</th>
<th>3x12</th>
<th>Quarter round</th>
<th>Bar liner</th>
<th>Beak</th>
<th>Molding</th>
<th>Molding end cap</th>
<th>Molding frame corner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Decorative